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If you have a navigation that has no igo primo
software installed, you need to first download and
install igo primo 2.4 from the website you will see in
the first step of igo primo primo maps update. Then
the second step is for you to update igo primo maps
from igo primo maps 2.3 to 2.4. If your igo maps
dont support igo primo update 2.4, then you can
install the old ones. If your igo primo maps update
2.4 already does not work, then you need to delete
it and install again. Igo primo maps update for the
navigation is different from update for the software.
Because the software may require more memory or
better CPU to run it smoothly, so it is advisable to
update the software before updating the maps.
About igo primo free maps update, you need to
know that the latest igo primo software will only
support the maps you have on the SD card or
internal storage of your car navigation device. In
case your navigation device doesnt have any maps
installed, then you can not install the igo primo
update software. We are asking users to download
igo primo 2.4 maps. At the same time, some users
would install the latest igo primo software while
others would install the old version of igo primo
software. So, in order to avoid unexpected situation,
we are asking users to download both the latest igo
primo software and igo primo maps. If you have the
latest igo primo software and you are installing igo
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primo maps as a 2nd igo primo 2.4 wince free
download, then you need to first update the igo
primo software before installing the igo primo maps.
For cars with igo primo navigation device, the latest
igo primo free maps are available for download. The
igo primo maps update can be done either by a
software update or a hardware update. Although
there is also an option for the user to backup the
current maps to SD cards and storage.

Igo Primo 2.4 Wince Free Download

if you have a wince device and have downloaded
primo from the windows ce installer, you can start it
from the winsetup.exe. this will put you into the igo
primo. when you navigate, it should look like you

are on a windows ce device, the only thing you will
notice is you are not being routed on the road

network. but igo primo can solve this problem too. if
you are having issues downloading the program,

you can download the zip and unzip it. then run the
setup.exe and you should be in the wince

environment. again, make sure to have the settings
listed above. if you want to run the program on

another device, it might work on that other device.
in the program you can see what device you are on.
if it does not say igo primo, and you have the right
settings, it might work on that other device. make
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sure you have the right settings and do a trial run.
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